Introduction

Significant advances in computing power since the 1960s have led to a wealth
of research on problem solving in fields such as operations research, numerical
analysis, symbolic computing, scientific computing, artificial intelligence and
programming languages. Constraint programming is a discipline that gathers,
exploits and unifies ideas shared by all of these domains to tackle decision
support problems.
Over the last 15 years, constraint programming has become a leading technology for modeling and solving real-life combinatorial problems. It has been
successfully used in fields such as production planning, scheduling, timetabling,
rostering, supply-chain management, product configuration, diagnosis, molecular biology, robotics, computer security and industrial process control. Moreover, in many application domains it is the technology of choice for solving
highly complex problems.
Constraint programming is essentially a declarative paradigm: once the
problem has been modeled as a constraint satisfaction problem, a constraint
solver calculates a solution for it. The behavior of a constraint solver is guided
by a strict separation of concerns, in which individual constraints are responsible for pruning the search space. It is the interaction between these individual
behaviors that leads to an efficient search procedure by exploiting sophisticated
search space exploration techniques and heuristics.
While the principles behind constraint programming are simple, its practical
application can be quite complex. Real life problems are often computationally
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intractable, so intelligent algorithms and heuristics appropriate to the application domain being considered must be used. In addition, the ideal of fully
declarative problem formulation that ensures an efficient search process has
not yet been achieved. Constraint programming is therefore an active academic
field of research: many research papers are presented not only in constraint programming conferences and journals but also within artificial intelligence and
operations research fora.
This book presents trends in the field of constraint programming that not
only try to improve the efficiency and utility of constraint-based methods, but
also present a variety of important emerging application domains for constraint
programming.
Purpose of this book
The International Conference on the Principles and Practice of Constraint
Programming (CP) is the premier annual meeting dedicated to developments
in the field of constraint programming. It is concerned with all aspects of
computing with constraints, including algorithms, applications, environments,
languages, models, and systems. Constraint programming is an ever-evolving
field and each year the set of workshops that run alongside the conference
represent the ongoing trends of the field. Very interesting insights, concepts
and results are presented during these workshops.
The objective of this book is to complement the CP 2006 conference proceedings with a volume that reflects the current trends in the field as reflected
by the workshop program, and collects these in a thematic way to provide a
broad perspective on what is currently being studied in these areas. The organizers of each workshop have contributed either a single chapter reflecting
the broad trends within the topic of their workshop, or a collection of short
chapters presenting condensed versions of key contributions accompanied with
an editorial comment.
The intended audience of this book comprises researchers and practitioners
interested in all aspects of constraint programming. Research students should
find the book useful as a guide to the topics that are considered to be at the
cutting edge of constraint programming research.
Organization of the book
The book is organized into eight parts. Part I focuses on the past, present
and future of constraint programming. This is the largest part of the book,
comprising six chapters.
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Chapter 1 is a transcript of a talk that Pascal Van Hentenryck delivered
at CP 2006 when he was awarded the Association for Constraint Programming’s Research Excellence Award. The chapter presents the experiences of
one of CP’s top researchers as he was involved in the development of a series
of influential constraint programming systems.
Chapter 2 presents a synthesis of the first CP-Tools workshop, which collected together a variety of constraint programming systems, both commercial
and non-commercial. The chapter also reports on two panel discussions: one
focusing on technical awareness issues, the other considering future directions
for the development of CP systems.
Chapter 3 presents a synthesis of the discussions held as part of the workshop
on the subject of “The Next 10 Years of Constraint Programming”. During this
workshop, over 120 people participated in breakout discussions; each breakout
group was chaired by a discussion leader who acted as a facilitator of the
discussion. This chapter compiles reports of the major points raised during
this event summarized by these discussion leaders.
The remainder of Part I presents chapters that reflect trends in constraint
propagation and implementation (Chapter 4), a major component of all constraint reasoning tasks; a chapter on the relationships between satisfiability
and constraint programming (Chapter 5); and finally, a chapter on trends in
bioinformatics and constraint programming (Chapter 6).
Fundamental issues in constraint programming are addressed in Parts IIIV, each part presenting a collection of papers from three workshops: modeling
and reformulation, symmetry breaking, and interval constraint reasoning. The
chapters on modeling and reformulation (Part II) address different aspects of
the importance of modeling in constraint programming. Other complex issues
associated with the constraint modeling problem arise when symmetries are
present in the problem being solved. This issue is discussed in detail in Part
III. Of course, not all constraint models are specified using finite domains. In
Part IV we are given a flavor of the depth and rigor associated with continuous
constraint modeling and solving.
Part V presents a selection of papers from the workshop on local search techniques in constraint programming. Local search, while incomplete, has been
shown to be a key approach to problem solving that has the capability to tackle
real-life problems that are too large for systematic solvers. The development
of new local search algorithms continues to provide a very rich and practical
domain for cutting-edge constraint programming research.
The importance of reasoning about preferences and soft constraints is considered in Part VI. Solving constraint satisfaction problems involving costs
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continues to be a very important and productive area of research, as reflected
in the introduction to this part.
The two final parts of the book (Parts VII and VIII) focus on two important
application domains for constraint programming: software verification, testing
and analysis, and graphical applications, respectively. Software verification,
testing and analysis is becoming more important with the emergence of safety
critical systems and the high level of investment in the development of complex
technical systems. Graphical applications provide a rich domain for exploiting
constraints technology since it brings together human-computer interaction, visual problem solving, and hybrid finite and infinite domain constraint systems.
Even though graphical applications of constraints date back to the 1960s, there
remain significant challenges in this area.
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